amended under the existing system of voting is a temptation to indulge in such tactics.
Prior to the 19o8 success Illinois adopted an amendment in 19o4. This was the so-called Chicago Charter Amendment, although it does not greatly deserve that title. Explanations of the methods by which this amendment was adopted are in print.3 The favorable circumstances in the campaign for the amendment were of an unusual nature. So, the conclusion seems to be well-nigh inevitable that the two exceptions to the "constitutionally" adverse vote that proposed amendments have received in Illinois since the change in the method of voting which occurred in 1891 are merely exceptions which prove the general rule. Unfortunately the general rule that faced the i937 Illinois General Assembly was that for practical purposes the Illinois Constitution cannot be amended under the present system of voting.
What was the General Assembly to do? It might have placed the problem before the voters by following the desires of Governor Homer. If it had done so, it would have passed the so-called Mayor Bills which were introduced in the House of Representatives by Representatives Vicars, Hubbard and Knauf. 4 It did not take any decisive action, however, and all of this has been related elsewhere. 5 After a long period of apparent inactivity, the General Assembly on June 30, 1937, just before it adjourned decided to submit the banking amendment to the voters. Perhaps it was encouraged in doing this by the thought that even the Chicago Tribune would support this amendment. 6 That paper during recent years has been consistently opposed to any fundamental revision of the Illinois Constitution; but, of course, an amendment that would aid capitalistic industry and tend to preserve the importance of the state in our political system would be the type of conservative reform that would appeal to the Tribune. The vote upon the amendment in the General Assembly was almost unanimous. Only two members in the House of Representatives opposed it and the resolution received a unanimous vote in the Senate. 7 In the spring of 1938 Governor Homer called a special session of the General Assembly and later called a second special session, but the two special sessions proceeded from the layman's point of view as if they were just one. To this special session Governor Homer recommended the adoption of a resolution submitting to a vote the question of assembling a constitutional convention. The Illinois Constitution in Article XIV provides that "the General Assembly shall have no power to propose amendments to more than one article of this Constitution at the same session" .... Whether the word "same" would have prohibited the special session from submitting other amendments if authorized to do so by the Governor, does not appear to have been discussed in Illinois legal literature. If that could be done, could the second but concurrent special session have submitted still other amendments? In any event the special session of 1938 confined its attention to a constitutional convention and did not consider amendments.
Two resolutions to assemble a constitutional convention were introduced in the special session. Representatives Joseph H. Davis and F. W. Lewis, both down-state Democrats, introduced one resolution. Representative Woodward, a Chicago Republican, introduced the other. In addition Representatives Davis and Lewis introduced House Bills ii and 12 patterned after the Mayor Bills but limited to voting upon a proposition to assemble a constitutional convention. The bills made use of the only known device that is likely to get Illinois out of its constitutional bog by making it possible to vote to assemble a convention by making a cross (X) in the party circle. The bills as introduced at the special session did not apply this principle to voting upon amendments such as the banking amendment.
By this time the bankers of the state must have had some doubts about their previous conservatism.' As far as is known the Illinois bankers have never lifted their hands to help Governor Homer secure a revised Should Be Ratified by the Voters." This appeal for a favorable consideration was submitted over the names of John Stelle, President of the Senate, and Louie E. Lewis, Speaker of the House of Representatives. Literature prepared and distributed by the Constitutional Amendment Committee also advertised the fact of the nearly unanimous vote in the General Assembly.
The Stelle-Lewis address was criticized by Mr. John J. Walt in the Federation News, September 24, 1938, P. 12. He also complained that the proposed amendment was "quietly slipped through the legislature." Federation News, October r, 1938, p. ii.
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In September, 1937, Mr. Jack 0. Brown of the Department of Insurance sent to the author a newspaper clipping which stated that the Illinois bankers realized that an adoption of their amendment would require "a majority of all votes cast at the election and it is this requirement that gives bankers worry as to whether it can be adopted." constitution for Illinois and, especially, they have not helped him to make that possible by helping to secure the passage of the Mayor Bills which have been before the Illinois General Assembly since 1935.9 During all this time the bankers by their silence and perhaps, if the truth were known, by their secret aid have encouraged the Chicago Tribune and the Illinois Manufacturers' Association and to some extent the Chicago Daily News and the Hearst Press in their successful efforts to defeat essential reforms in our method of voting on constitutional propositions. The bankers were too conservative to support House Bills ii and 12 in the 1938 special session. Now that the bankers have had their pet amendment before the voters and have lost their amendment and their money, are they sorry that they have not helped make it possible for their own as well as other needed amendments to the constitution to be adopted?
The Chicago Tribune renewed its fight against a constitutional convention on May 23, 1938, and directed attention to the fear of an income tax. This perhaps is the most important motive for the Tribune's intense opposition to constitutional reform in Illinois. There seems to be no doubt that the income of the Chicago Tribune and its owner, Colonel McCormick, is enormous and, therefore, they are well content to let the poor pay their sales taxes and thus avoid taxation in Illinois based on the modem principle of ability to pay.
0 The other argument on this particular occasion was that the convention would be unrepresentative because the delegates would be selected from the present senatorial districts. To be sure no one could accuse the Tribune and Parke Brown, who wrote the article, of being so stupid as not to know that the method of selecting delegates to a constitutional convention is specified in the constitution and unless the constitution can be changed nothing can be done about that. This is only a typical example of the methods employed by the Tribune in misrepresenting the facts.
On June 17, 1938, the Tribune had an editorial entitled, "No Constitutional Convention." Its readers were informed that "Illinois has a good constitution .... ; [it] is not an inflexible, iron-dad document. Over a period of years it will receive any amendments upon which the people of Illinois are agreed as wise to have." The final conclusion was that, "The calling of a constitutional convention .... would be one of the worst s An editorial in the Chicago Daily Times for October 21, 1938, advocated the adoption of the banking amendment but stated: "Ironically, the group which now seeks the banking amendment has been among those opposing a general modernization of the state's basic law." The Chicago Tribune is one of the group. See its editorial for August 8, 1938, which is a mild criticism of the constitution makers of 1870 for framing such a drastic banking provision.
10 See 9 Fortune xoi (May, 1938).
things the legislature could do." On June 27, 1938, there was another editorial entitled, "A Scheme To Betray Illinois." There we were informed that Article XIV of the Illinois, Constitution, which requires an amendment or a proposition to assemble a convention to be approved by a majority of all the voters voting at a particular election, is "a common sense provision." Stronger still it was stated that the Illinois method under the present ballot law that automatically counts non-voters as negative voters on constitutional propositions "is exactly as it should be." The bills that had been introduced at the special session by Representatives Davis and Lewis were condemmed as a trick in favor of "the back room boys" who would see to it that proposals favored by them would be adopted by the party circle method. Finally assurance was given that: "The amendment of particular clauses of the constitution, if amendment is desired, can be accomplished readily enough if the people are so disposed." This editorial, as might be expected, ignored certain significant facts and, therefore, was calculated to mislead those who read it. In the first place the so-called common sense provision is not embodied in the Illinois Constitution as it was understood by those who framed it and by those who adopted it. The so-called common sense provision for automatic negative voting is simply the unforeseen consequence of the adoption of the official ballot law in this state in 189i. Several times all of this has been explained in order to combat the incurable habit the Tribune has of misrepresenting things it opposes." Voting on constitutional amendments between 187o and i8gi was much more completely controlled by political parties than would be the case if the Mayor Bills were adopted. That explains why out of five attempts to amend the Illinois Constitution before i89i all five were successful. The propositions had the approval of enough political parties, if not all of them, and as a result they went through successfully. Furthermore it is desirable to remind voters in Illinois that the present Illinois Constitution in Section X of the "Schedule" provided the form of the ballot that was to be used in the election upon the adoption of the Constitution. It was as follows: For all the propositions on this ticket which are not cancelled with ink or pencil, and against all propositions which are so cancelled.
For the new Constitution. For the sections relating to railroads in the article entitled "Corporations." For the article entitled "Counties." For the article entitled "Warehouses." For the three-fifths vote to remove county seats. For the section relating to the Illinois Central Railroad. U See Sears, op. cit. supra note 2 and articles cited.
For the section relating to minority representation. For the section relating to municipal subscription to railroads or private corporations.
For the section relating to the canal. Each of said tickets shall be counted as a vote cast for each proposition thereon not cancelled with ink or pencil, and against each proposition so cancelled, and returns thereof shall be made accordingly by the judges of election.
Thus it appears that our present constitution was adopted by voters who were compelled to use a ballot that was not a party circle ballot, but was nevertheless a trick ballot, to use the Tribune expression. The trick was that every voter had to be careful to give attention to every one of nine distinct propositions if he would exercise his own judgment upon the nine propositions. Unless he did this, then the constitutional convention which framed the ballot was casting a vote for him in every respect in which he did not express his own individual judgment. It requires no great familiarity with the habits of voters to know that this ballot, as framed by the constitutional convention, was highly favorable for securing an amirmative vote on the various propositions submitted. Yet in spite of all of this the constitution of 1870 is now presented to us by conservatives and reactionaries as a "good" document which is protecting us from the blight of communism.
The ballot formulated by the constitutional convention in 1870 is also eloquent in reminding us of the type of voting with which those who drafted it and voted upon it were familiar. Those who condemn the Mayor Bills would do well to reflect upon the ways of voting that were known and used in 187o and thereafter until the law for printing ballots and holding elections was adopted in this state in 1891. 12 We are informed that the Republican leaders in the last House of Representatives of the Illinois General Assembly complained that the Mayor Bills even though limited to voting upon a constitutional convention would introduce "Hitler tactics."' ' That seems to be a very curious term to apply to a method of voting that is less subject to the control of political parties than that used in Illinois from 1870 to i8g, to say nothing of the period prior to 1870. upon the assembling of a constitutional convention alone there is no danger in the method of voting specified in the bills that is not inherent in voting to assemble a constitutional convention under any circumstances. Therefore, those who are opposed to the restricted form of the Mayor Bills just mentioned are in reality opposed to a constitutional convention. There is no logical escape from this position and for once the Chicago Tribune is logical. The Colonel's paper is opposed to a constitutional convention, and all of the emotional outbursts concerning the Mayor Bills are just a smoke screen to contaminate the political atmosphere in Illinois in considering its major political problem: Shall we have a constitutional convention? Thus, the defeat of the resolution for a constitutional convention in the last special session was the occasion for an editorial celebration of "a notable victory." There we were informed that "thanks to the opposition of the Republican members" Ilinois had been saved from the designs of "those who sought to overthrow our government and make it easy to impose communism on the people of Illinois .... if ever there was a time when the fundamental law of the state should not be subjected to wholesale tampering it is now."' 5 On July 2, 1938, Governor Homer answered a statement issued by the Republican leaders in the General Assembly, Senator Searcy and Representative Schnackenberg. These leaders had taken credit for the defeat of the constitutional convention resolution, stating that the Republican minority had prevented the Homer administration "from putting over" a constitutional convention "by a trick method of counting a cross in a party circle as an affirmative vote for a constitutional convention." They also stated that this method of voting "was intended to circumvent the wholesome provision in our present constitution requiring that a majority of those voting at a general election shall be necessary in order to call a convention."' 6 They ignored the fact that the present method of voting in Illinois on constitutional propositions is likewise a "trick method" that has no party responsibility for it. By the "trick method," that has been in use since 189i, every voter who fails to vote on a constitutional proposition is automatically counted as against it. As for their praise of the present constitutional provision requiring a majority of all voting at a general election, without regard to the number of those who vote on a constitutional proposition, it is only necessary to reply that they ignored the fact that this is the fundamental reason why Illinois is unable to be a progressive political community and is practically unable to ,sChicago Tribune, June 3o, 1938. amend its constitution. Governor Homer denounced the Searcy-Schnackenberg statement as "hypocrisy." He asserted that the constitutional convention resolution was not a part of House Bills ii and 12, the modified Mayor Bills, and that a vote for the resolution was not a commitment to a vote for House Bills ii and 12.Y 9 As a matter of fact Representatives Davis and Lewis agreed to abandon these bills in an effort to secure the adoption of the convention resolution.20 If the Republican legislative leaders are going to permit the Chicago Tribune to formulate the policy of the Republican party in Illinois on this fundamental question, the voters of the state are entitled to be dearly informed of it in order that they can make their choice. In this respect it is interesting to record that the first time that the Mayor Bills were considered in the State Senate, Senator Searcy voted for them.21 A change of mind came, according to a well founded report, after Colonel McCormick had called him over the telephone.22 Furthermore, the Mayor Bills for which Senator Searcy voted would have used 17 See 7 State Government 264 (1934) . X8 The author hopes to be able to examine this problem sometime in the future and present the result to the Illinois voters.
X9 Letter to the author from Governor Homer, July 2, 1938. 21 See Journal of the Senate, p. 525 (1935) . The vote occurred in the morning session which started at 11 A.m. and recessed at i P.m. Wednesday, May 8, 1935 . The Senate reconvened at 4 P.X. the same day. The second item of business was a motion by Senator Searcy to reconsider the vote by which one of the Mayor Bills passed. On the next day, Senator Searcy's motion was considered and it was defeated. Id. p. 542.
-See Sears, op. cit. supra note 2, at 7. the party circle method of voting, both as to constitutional amendments and as to the assembling of constitutional conventions.
On July 2, 1938, the Chicago Tribune in another editorial again praised the House of Representatives for the defeat of the resolution for a constitutional convention. A similar praise for "the House Republicans, led by Elmer Schnackenberg" appeared in an editorial July 19, 1938, entitled, "Republicans in the Illinois House."
This challenge of the Republican members of the General Assembly led by the Chicago Tribune was accepted by the Democrats when they assembled in September to formulate their state platform. According to the Daily News of September 8, 1938, they criticized the "reactionary Republican opposition" which defeated the constitutional convention resolution and pledged the party to continue efforts "to call a convention to rewrite the state Constitution." This made a definite issue, but unfortunately it was only one of many issues and it is impossible to state here what the last election meant in respect to this issue. We do know, however, that in 1934 a proposition to call a constitutional convention, despite the rabid assaults of the Tribune, and despite no well organized effort on behalf of the proposition, received the following vote: For a convention 691,021; against 585,879. Thus, there was a favorable majority of 105,142. But by virtue of the trick method of voting, to use Tribune language, the proposition was defeated because 1,658,292 ignored the proposition.23
NEW YORK CONVENTION
In 1936 there was a vote in New York upon the question, "Shall there be a convention to revise the constitution and amend the same?" This question was submitted despite the fact that since the present New York constitution was adopted in 1894 there had been sixty-five amendments to the constitution adopted. A number of amendments had also been rejected.24 The question was submitted not by the New York legislature, but because of a constitutional provision requiring such a question to be submitted automatically every twenty years. 26Note 25, supra. The important wording is: "A majority of the electors voting thereon."
Those going to the polls and voting, but failing to vote upon the constitutional question, have no influence in determining the result. As far as is known there was no campaign made for the affirmative of the question submitted in 1936 of calling a constitutional convention. A moderate paper, the New York Times, argued that the vote should be in the negative because the amendment process in New York could be used as it had been used with great success in the past to revise such portions of the constitution as were in need of amendment. Despite the fact that the question of assembling a constitutional convention seemed to be without any organized support, the voters apparently surprised the politically wise by adopting the proposition and a convention was thus ordered to be assembled in New York. However, in stating that the voters did this, it is immediately necessary to qualify by explaining that the total number of votes recorded on the question at the November, 1936, election was 5,518,96o, but of this number 2,915,081 were blank and void ballots. Those voting "yes" on the question numbered 1,413,6o4.
Those voting "no" on the question numbered 1,190,275. Thus the question carried even though the affirmative vote was only slightly in excess of 25% of the voters voting on that day and despite the fact that the total of the yes and no votes was over 300,000 less than the blank and void votes.
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Was a communistic revolution on its way in New York? The resulting New York is precisely the type of thing that the Tribune has warned the voters in Illinois against and has denounced as the way towards a revolutionary government. Strange as it may seem New York proceeded in an orderly manner in 1937 to elect its delegates to a constitutional convention. Despite the facts of a Democratic national administration, a tremendous expenditure of public funds, a disturbing economic condition in the country, and a "radical" mayor of New York, whom the Chicago Tribune does not cease to denounce, New York proceeded to elect a majority of its convention delegates from the Republican party and thus the Republican party controlled the convention. The convention met early in 1938 and proceeded in an orderly manner, although the product of the convention was a disappointment to many students of government. After much labor, nine different propositions were submitted to the voters as the work of the convention. Proposition number one was the omnibus amendment which contained within itself about fifty amend-ments to the constitution.21 The other eight propositions were thought to be the more controversial propositions and were submitted separately. The members of the convention believed that if all of their work were submitted as a unit, the opponents of the various items in the program of amendment would unite in a policy of opposition, and thus defeat the entire work of the convention. The leaders of the Illinois constitutional convention of 1920-22 were so confident of their own good work that they ignored similar advice and submitted a new constitution as a whole for a single vote. The overwhelming vote of disapproval in Illinois is easily understood but it was very unfortunate because Illinois still labors with its constitution growing more out of date year by year.
Even though the work of the constitutional convention in New York was disappointing to advanced thinkers and governmental reformers, even though partisanship displayed itself in the reapportionment of legislative districts, even though reactionaries tried to stop the march of administrative justice, and even though there was a combination of Tammany Democrats and up-state organization Republicans to prevent any future use of proportional representation even in local elections, the voters went to the polls last November and showed a very fine voting discrimination. This has brought forth approval from many persons as a vote that restores confidence in the democratic process. All of the nine propositions were approved except three and the three which were disapproved were the ones just mentioned, to wit, apportionment, judiciary, and proportional representation. What was the vote, however, by which they were approved or disapproved? The answer should be obvious to those familiar with the results of voting on constitutional propositions in Illinois. Every one of the propositions approved received an affirmative vote that was less than a majority of votes recorded on the proposition, including blank and void ballots. They carried because they received a majority of the total yes and no vote. Bold daring, disregard for tradition, willingness to try anything once, the spirit of adventure, the urge to blaze new trails are what made Chicago and Illinois great. A dozen or so years ago, when government's main function was merely to police, an outmoded constitution meant little. But today the progress of the people, the progress of state and city, are inseparably allied with progress in government.
Neither Chicago nor Illinois will ever achieve their true stature as long as their government is held to a mold two generations out of date. Perhaps we cannot do what New York has done. But the least we can do is to make the amending process realistic and democratic. We should do away with the requirement that amendments must receive a majority of all votes cast at an election. Those too indifferent to vote on a proposition are not entitled to the negative vote now recorded for them. This should be the next amendment to our constitution.
The recent New York vote, as indeed the general experience with constitutional propositions in New York, demonstrates the falseness of the claim that is sometimes made in Illinois in defense of our amending process under our present system of voting. The essential defect is the requirement that the Illinois constitution cannot be amended unless the amendment receives the affirmative approval of a majority of all the voters who vote on the particular day that the amendment is submitted to the voters. It is said in defense of this requirement, which prevails in only a small number of states, that voters in Illinois now understand that if they do not vote on a constitutional proposition they are in legal effect casting negative votes; that, if this were not true, they would vote "no" on a proposition instead of refusing to vote. This explanation is exploded by the New York experience unless we assume that the voters in New York are not as intelligent or as interested as the voters in Illinois. Not infrequently, amendments have been adopted in New York where the total vote for and against an amendment was less than the blank and void ballots on the amendment, to say nothing of a majority of the total number of votes on the particular day. Many times in New York amendments have been adopted by an affirmative vote of less than a third of the total number of voters who voted. Unless we assume, therefore, that voters in New York do not understand their method of voting, frequently a majority or nearly a majority of those going to the polls at a general election simply is not sufficiently interested in constitutional propositions to vote one way or the other. Perhaps that is a reflection on democratic government, but the fact remains that a very large percentage of voters will not vote on a constitutional proposition even though, as in New York generally, it is only necessary to have an opinion and then do the very simple thing of pulling a lever on a machine. The only conclusion that seems to be justified is that, while of course there are some voters in Illinois who do not vote on constitutional propositions with the conscious purpose of ignoring them in order to be against them, they constitute, nevertheless, such a small percentage of the total number of voters as to be of no material consequence. As long, therefore, as Illinois keeps its present constitutional provision for amending or calling a convention in combination with the present system of voting, just so long will the State of Illinois be in a position where for practical purposes its constitution cannot be amended. Illinois must make its choice. Table 2 sets forth additional information as to voting upon constitutional amendments in New York.
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THE BANKING AMENDMfENT
As to the merits of the banking amendment submitted to the Illinois voters last November, there was a fair amount of controversy although one would not have gained that impression from the discussion of it in the Chicago newspapers with large circulations. As far as observed the only paper which afforded an opportunity to the proponents and opponents to discuss the amendment was the Chicago Daily Times.
At the outset it seems to be admitted by all who discussed the subject that the Illinois Constitution's provision as interpreted by the Illinois Supreme Court is an exceedingly drastic one and that at the time the resolution containing the amendment passed the General Assembly there was a very heavy handicap upon the organization of a state bank in Illinois. It was stated, and apparently not denied, that since the banking moratorium in 1933 only five state banks had been organized in Illinois. Sixteen state banks had surrendered their charters for national charters; eighty-four more had decided to liquidate; and ninety new national charters had been issued. 31 It would be tiresome to consider the vote on every proposed amendment to the present New York constitution since the first one was submitted in 1896. Those selected are believed to be a fair sample under modem conditions. The information was secured from the New York Legislative Manual for various years. However, is there any evidence that a loss of our state banking system would be undesirable? It is the belief of the author that the United States would be better regulated if all commercial banking, at least, was confined to the national banking system and if all commercial state banks were gradually liquidated. Commercial banking is a very significant factor in the maintenance of a strong national currency system. In any event those who believe in only one system of banking were justified in voting against the banking amendment except for one difficulty. Even though the ideal may be an exclusive national system of banking, still that is not going to be accomplished in any material way by simply preventing Illinois from having an adequate state banking system as long as the rest of the states in the Union have their own banking systems. Nevertheless, the belief that the national government has adequately provided for banking may have caused either opposition or indifference to the amendment.
One objection that was raised in the campaign to adopt the amendment had the support, for a time at least, of a group of bankers in Chicago calling themselves the independent bankers. On their behalf, Carl Kuehnle, president of the Central National Bank, appeared before the City Club of Chicago in October, 1938. At that time, he was considerably aroused over a fear that the banking amendment, by eliminating the referendum provision in the present constitution, was a scheme for bringing in chain banking. The independent bankers were not heard from after this debate before the City Club. It is possible that they became reconciled to the amendment. It is impossible to understand why there should have been a reasonable fear that the elimination of the referendum device would lead to chain banking. Perhaps it was the same old story that whenever a constitutional provision is presented somebody can produce at least one bogey and, of course, it is impossible to say that there is absolutely no danger in any respect with any constitutional proposal. The sky is the limit when political action is involved. Nevertheless, there seems to be no reasonable basis for assuming that the General Assembly of Illinois would vote in favor of a scheme of chain banking by two-thirds vote of each house when such a scheme would be one opposed to the wishes of the voters in Illinois.
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The banking amendment was opposed by the Chicago Federation of 33 Observe that section s of Article XI of the Illinois Constitution provides that: "No Act of the General Assembly authorizing or creating corporations... with banking powers... nor amendments thereto, shall go into effect..., unless the same shall be submitted to a vote of the people at the general election next succeeding the passage of the same, and be approved by a majority of all votes cast at such electionfor or against such law" (italics added). This provision does not require an affimative vote of a majority of all the voters who vote in a general election as is required in Article XIV of the Illinois Constitution. If such had been required, can anyone imagine what would be the condition of our state banking system today?
Labor. It unanimously adopted a resolution that recommended a negative vote on the amendment. It is believed that the chief reason for this opposition was a feeling of antagonism between organized labor and the banking fraternity.
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One of the main points made in the Federation News was that the abolition of the present referendum provision in the Illinois Constitution on banking legislation would be wrong because it represented retrogression from the ideal of democratic government. It is rather odd in Illinois to hear of the great value of a referendum provision in the Illinois Constitution. It contains no general referendum and no initiative provision. The
Illinois constitutional convention of 192o-22 defeated a proposal or initiative and referendum. So it would not have been entirely consistent with our present state policy for the banking amendment to have been opposed in Illinois because it abolished a referendum on only banking legislation when no other legislation is subject to that process. This disparity in political policies was no sufficient reason against offering this argument for defeat of the banking amendment. But why should banking legislation be singled out for an aitomatic referendum? There is the rub. Banking legislation is oftentimes complicated and is not the type of legislation that normally can be understood by the average voter faced with a very long ballot and expected to elect a large number of officials. It is not believed that an automatic type of referendum on any category of legislation can be justified. Referendums should be confined to legislation of an unusual character in the sense that it arouses a significant belief that it is bad policy. This can be tested to some extent by requiring that a law in order to be referred must be brought to the attention, and the referendum secure the approval, of a certain percentage of the electors. To take an automatic referendum on banking legislation out of the Illinois Constitution may not, it seems, be denounced as a reactionary manifestation or as a defeat, as far as it goes, of the democratic process. 35 It is not a matter of surprise that Labor's Non-Partisan League opposed the banking amendment for a reason that differs sharply from the one just considered. The league objected to the provision in the banking amendment that required a two-thirds vote of both houses of the General Assembly before banking legislation could be passed. The objection was that this gave a minority the power to block future banking legislation.
34 See statement by Mr. John J. Walt, in Chicago Times, October 23, i938, p. 12 and an article by the same author entitled, Banks Fought Building Trades, in Federation News, October i, x938, p. ii.
3s See Proceedings of the Illinois Constitutional Convention, 1920-22, pp. 239-342, 2522; Should the New Constitution Be Adopted and Why? statement of Edward F. Dunne, Chicago, 17 Ill. L. Rev. 306, 307 (1922) .
No objection to the removal of the automatic referendum was stated.
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The point seems well taken. Perhaps, if the two-thirds provision had not been placed in the proposed amendment, the Chicago Federation of Labor would have objected even more strongly to the amendment on account of the elimination of the referendum. There seems to be no satisfactory reason why banking legislation should not be subject to the ordinary rule of the constitutional majority that prevails in legislative matters. It is no more important than other types of legislation. The citizens of Illinois must take their chances with their General Assembly and there seems to be no reason why banking legislation is in a peculiar position. It would be interesting to know whether any state in the Union has any requirement that banking legislation must secure a two-thirds majority. One may guess that the Illinois bankers in the future will not deny the validity of this objection, at least in theory. The excuse for placing the two-thirds provision in the amendment was to neutralize objections to the abolition of the referendum provision.
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The banking amendment was known as the amendment that would remove "double liability" from the stockholders of state banks where the banks were liquidated and there was insolvency. Apparently this was the chief motivating force in the effort to secure the amendment. Congress in 1933 abolished double liability as far as national banks were concerned. 38 New York did likewise in 193539 and the general tendency of states which had double liability requirements has been to abolish them.40 As far as is known no state except Illinois has defeated an amendment to remove double liability. In Illinois double liability has been fastened upon the stockholders of state banks in a rigorous form by the Illinois Supreme Court.41 At the time the banking amendment was submitted to the voters by the Illinois General Assembly it appeared that generally at least only 36 Mimeographed letter dated October 21, 1938. Some comment of the same sort appeared also in the Federation News previously cited.
37 A campaign document of the Constitutional Amendment Committee stated, "Where the concurrence of two-thirds of the total number of representatives elected by the people is required before change is made in the laws, it is not likely that changes inimical to the interests of the people will be made."
38 This was stated in the campaign literature and is generally believed. But from a copy of a letter written by Leo T. Crowley, chairman of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation printed in The Federation News, September 24,1938, the following is quoted with italics added: "Double liability of stockholders in most national banks has been eliminated."
39 New York Legislative Manual 206 (1938). 40 The Constitutional Amendment Committee asserted with no apparent denial that after Congress acted in 1933 twenty-nine states repealed their double liability requirements and that ten other states had had no similar provision for many years. foolish or ignorant persons would care to be stockholders in new Illinois State banks. Furthermore, it seems to be agreed that despite the rigors of the double liability system in this state the amount recovered through this provision for the benefit of the depositors was of no appreciable consequence in the paying of the claims of the depositors.42
The liability of stockholders of state banks in states with a double liability requirement was greatly altered in the spring of 1938 when Congress passed an amendment to the act creating the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. By this amendment the stockholders in Illinois State banks which insured their deposits with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation will be relieved from stockholders' individual liability, except for the amount that was unpaid upon the stock, to that corporation in case a bank becomes insolvent and ceases to conduct its business.
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And in the latter event, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation pays the depositors dollar for dollar up to a maximum of $5000. Thus it appears that an insured state bank will have all of its depositors with $500o or less on deposit paid by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Once paid there seems to be no basis upon which the depositors could make any claim against the stockholders of the bank. So, by this provision, despite the Illinois constitutionalprovision, stockholders in Illinois state banks are relieved from double liability provided that they insure with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. This does not apply as to that part of a deposit in excess of $5ooo but probably such deposits are not common except in cities where other banks are available. It was stated and not denied during the campaign that all but fifteen or sixteen Illinois state banks were insured with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and that 98% of the deposits in insured banks were covered by the insurance. 44 Why was there any further interest by the bankers in the adoption of the proposed amendment after Congress passed the amendment to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation act? No entirely satisfactory answer can be made to this question.
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The Constitutional Amendment Committee stated in a campaign document: "In the recent banking disaster about 16% of stockholders' liabilities was collected in Illinois. This furnished only a small part of the fund from which depositors were paid; in fact, less than two cents on the dollar. The comptroller of the currency reports that the amount resulting from stockholders' liability in all national bank failures, in good times and bad, has yielded less than nine per cent of the total finally available for distribution and expenses of liquidation." 43 H.R. 7187, and statement by Mr. Frank C. Rathje, in Chicago Daily News, May 6, 1938. 44 Before the City Club and in the Federation News, Mr. John J. Walt objected to the following statement by the Constitutional Amendment Committee: "This gives full insurance to more than 98% of all depositors in all banks in Illinois." He complained that this was a distortion of the statement by Leo T. Crowley of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation that "more than 98 per cent of the depositors in insured banks are fully insured" .... Federation News, Sept. 24, 1938 , p. 12. City Club Bulletin, Vol. 5, No. 29, October 17, 1938 It is, of course, true that another Congress may repeal the amendment just discussed and thus leave Illinois state bank stockholders subject to double liability. But this is not at all likely and it would seem to be time enough to act when the occasion arises, except for the fact that it takes time to secure the adoption of a resolution for a constitutional amendment and to present it to the voters. This may explain why the Illinois state bankers would be interested in having the proposed amendment adopted, but does it explain why they were so extremely anxious to have it adopted? Their anxiety was evidenced by the fact that they raised a large sum of money and made strenuous efforts to obtain a ratification of the amendment. 45 There is another possibility but from the standpoint of human psychology it approaches the ridiculous. Apparently depositors in an Illinois state bank which has dosed its doors could refuse to take money available through the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and insist upon suing stockholders on the double liability provision.
There was some suggestion that the banker's intense interest in the Apparently the best answer that can be made to the last stated objection is that national banks and state banks which are members of the Federal Reserve System must carry Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation insurance. Such banks are widely scattered and perhaps in most counties in Illinois these banking facilities would constitute competition that would force other state banks to carry Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation insurance. Probably this would not have worked out as perfectly adequate assurance, but it seems that when considering the 4s It was stated during the campaign by Judge Thompson that the organization of state banks in sixty-one Illinois towns depended upon the adoption of the amendment. Mr. Oscar G. Mayer, president of the Chicago Association of Commerce, in appealing for a favorable vote, stated that the smaller capital requirements for a state bank "and other equally vital circumstances" make a state bank "the natural banking unit to serve the smaller community." Chicago Tribune, Nov. 6, 1938. Sed Quaere. In its own literature the Committee for the amendment stated that in a place with 6,ooo or less, $5o,ooo was the minimum capital for either a state, or a national bank. The difference is in places with over 6,ooo and less than bo,ooo inhabitants. In such places the Committee stated that a state bank need have only $5o,ooo capital but a national bank must have $ioo,ooo capital. There is reason to doubt that a community of more than 6,ooo but less than io,ooo cannot raise the required capital for one national bank, to say nothing of a state bank, which by insuring with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, will free its stockholders of double liability. question as a whole, the proposed amendment did not give a significant opportunity for state banks to relieve themselves from double liability and deposit insurance at the same time.
46
TEE CAMPAIGN
The campaign for the amendment was well organized and carried on vigorously. The sad fact that confronts the citizens of Illinois who are interested in an efficient state government is that despite the well organized campaign, the amendment was overwhelmingly defeated from the point of view of the constitutional majority that is required to adopt an amendment. In view of this it becomes more dear than ever that Illinois faces governmental stagnation because of its antiquated and practically unamendable constitution. This should be a question of great concern for all who have a vision for the future. Illinois cannot proceed under its present constitution with the present method of voting without paying increasing penalties. For a long time it has been paying a heavy penalty. The condition will grow worse until there is a thorough revision of the Illinois Constitution or, at least, of Article XIV so that changes in the Constitution can be secured. On the day before the election last November the author wrote to Judge Floyd E. Thompson, chairman of the Constitutional Convention Committee, and announced a plan to write an article on the banking amendment whether it won or lost. The question was whether there could be secured from the committee the facts concerning the committee's activities. Among other things inquiry was made whether the committee would be willing to state the amount of money that was expended in the campaign and how it was spent. The inquiry was prompted by no idle curiosity, but by the thought that it is of great public importance for the people of Illinois to know just what has been done to secure the adoption of an amendment, even though the effort was a dismal failure. 46 See the report of judge Thompson's speech in the Chicago Daily News, October 17, 1938. He thought it "reasonably certain" that if the amendment carried, the General Assembly would pass an act to continue double liability on stockholders in banks which refuse to carry deposit insurance.
judge Thompson replied courteously that the committee would be glad to cooperate except as to the amount contributed and by whom and for what spent. Accordingly, there can be no statement here of all of the facts as to expenditures. The facts which were known as well as those disclosed here account for a great deal of the expenditure. However, it was stated and not denied during the campaign and it may be regarded as a reasonably accurate political fact that the committee's goal was $ioo,ooo. This was stated in the debate before the City Club in October. A representative of the Constitutional Amendment Committee was present and he stated that at that particular time about $8o,ooo had already been raised. There is no disposition to deny what judge Thompson had stated that the sum spent was not too large in view of the task of informing the voters of the merits of the amendment. More important was the necessity of arousing enthusiasm in order to persuade the ignorant and indifferent to vote favorably.
Some discussion arose during the campaign about the expenditure of funds. Not much was made of it. So far as observed the metropolitan press was favorable to the amendment and aside from the Chicago Times it was inclined to suppress criticism of the amendment. However, there appeared in one paper a letter that questioned the right to make the large expenditures. In responding thereto, Judge Thompson replied as follows:
BANK AMENDMENT We are glad to tell A.S.T. and all others who are interested that the fund being used to finance the campaign of education concerning the proposed constitutional amendment has been contributed principally by stockholders in our state banks throughout Illinois. There are several thousand of these and the individual contributions have been small. The total fund amounts to much less than 2 cents for each voter in Illinois, and all of it is being spent for publicity. No poll workers are being hired and no money is being spent improperly to influence the result. More than a thousand men and women representing every county in the State of Illinois and every group of our citizens are members of our committee. The private and public lives of these citizens are well known and should be sufficient proof that they would not lend themselves to sponsoring a measure which they did not sincerely believe to be for the public interest.
FLoi E. THomPsoN, Chairman Constitutional Amendment Committee47 47 Chicago Daily News, November 2, 1938. A similar letter from the same author appeared in the Chicago Tribune. How many voters are there in Illinois? The total vote cast at the election was 3,274,814. If the total number of "voters" in the state is assumed to be 4,000,000 the "fund" would appear to have been "much less" than $8o,ooo. This is the amount that Colonel Edens, a representative of the Committee, stated in the first part of October at the City Club as already subscribed. However, he stated that the goal was $ioo,ooo. At the same meeting, Mr. Kuehnle stated that the First National Bank of Chicago had donated $io,ooo. Why? Presumably to please Illinois state banks which were its customers.
The United Depositors' Association of Illinois, Harold N. May, chairman, r85 N. Wabash A question arises, however, whether Judge Thompson's assurance is entirely in accord with what is now an apparently accepted political fact as to one particular expenditure. Late in the campaign the author received a communication from a friend who was traveling over the state making political speeches and talking with persons active in political affairs. The information was that he had seen a check in favor of the Democratic organization of a certain county down state. The amount for which the check was drawn represented $i.oo for each election precinct in that county. He also informed the author that it was his information that the policy was to send a check to both the Republican and the Democratic organizations in the down state counties. What was expected from these political organizations is not dear. The best guess is that the money was to be used by the chairmen of the organizations, as they saw fit, to advance favorable action on the amendment.
The author has been informed by a person high in political circles that in Chicago a check was sent to each ward committeeman on the basis of one dollar for each precinct to pay for the distribution of sample ballots marked favorably to the amendment. Previous to this action of making cash contributions, the committee had sought to obtain the indorsement of the banking amendment by the Democratic party in its state platform. This was refused by the Democratic party and the author was informed that it was largely due to the opposition of Governor Homer to such an indorsement. Later an attempt was made to obtain an indorsement of the Democratic county central committee for Cook County and it was again refused. Thus, as the author was informed, the Democratic sample ballots which were distributed in Chicago did not have a cross favorable to the amendment, but the proposition was printed without a cross opposite the word "yes" or the word "no." However, the information available is that the committee obtained the indorsement of the amendment in the Republican state platform and also obtained the indorsement of the Republican county central committee for Cook County and that the Republican sample ballots in Cook County were marked with a cross opposite the word "yes" on the banking amendment. The sample ballots seen by the author in the neighborhood of his residence were of Ave., Chicago, Ill., carried advertisements in the large Chicago newspapers in favor of the banking amendment. The Better G6vernment Association of Illinois endorsed the amendment and marked its sample ballot accordingly. These activities cost money. In addition it has been reported to the writer that a fund was raised in Adams County (Quincy) and that $3oo was donated to one major political organization and $250 to another. No information concerning other local funds has been received.
Observe that Judge Thompson stated in his letter that "no poll workers are being hired."
....
That raises a question. Assuming that the committee made contributions to political organizations, what was the quid pro quo? this sort, to wit: the Democratic sample ballot unmarked and the Republican sample ballot marked in favor of the ameidment.
Such is the danger of money in political campaigns. No one can prove, as far as is known, that the Republican party was influenced in favor of the amendment by the donations that apparently were made, or by any promises that they would be made. But what can be said of a constitution that is so difficult to amend that resort is had to the expenditure of funds in this way as a method of normally securing a constitutional amendment? The answer seems to be that it is an exceedingly undemocratic process. The expenditure of a large amount of money in this cam-.paign for the banking amendment, and particularly expenditure of money by sending it to party representatives, would have left an impression, if the amendment had carried, that the Illinois Constitution can be amended in favor of those who can afford to pay the bill and cannot be amended for those who do not have the necessary funds.
In addition to the money spent by sending it to political persons, it is of significance to present the favorable auspices under which the banking amendment was submitted to a vote. Apparently an advertising expert was hired and many advertisements appeared. They were presented very attractively and various advertising mediums were used. There was practically no organized opposition to the amendment and what little there was received very little public notice. The favorable circumstances under which the campaign was conducted are shown also by the answers in the following questionnaire, which was submitted to Judge Thompson as chairman of the Constitutional Amendment Committee: Q. In how many newspapers were advertisements favorable to the amendment placed? A. About 750. Q. In how many newspapers were more than one advertisement placed? A. About 750. Q. In how many counties were local committees formed? A. 70. Q. How many speakers were engaged who made at least one speech favorable to the amendment? A. We hired one professional speaker who filled about 5o engagements before women's clubs, civic clubs, etc. Judge Thompson made about a dozen major speeches before important organizations. We have no record of addresses arranged locally. Q. How much radio time was consumed in talks favorable to the amendment? A. Seven addresses on large stations and 40 on small local stations-15 minutes each. Q. Were there any radio talks unfavorable to the amendment? A. Not that we know of. Q. How many newspapers opposed the amendment? A. Only four, that we know of.
Q, How many newspapers favored the amendment?
was no reason to think that Judge Thompson had much of a chance to secure favorable action from that court.
s ' Indeed it seems that he would be "playing" a very long shot. However, courts do render occasionally very unexpected decisions, and there is always a chance, at least, that the Supreme Court itself will cut the Illinois Gordian Knot by changing its point of view. Not long after Judge Thompson's idea was published, the Chicago Tribune, realizing, perhaps, the danger of an income tax, gave to Judge Thompson editorial advice that he had better be a good boy and cease to rock the boat:
MINORITY AMENDMENT Former Justice Floyd Thompson would do well, we think, to ponder thoroughlybefore action-his intention to urge the state Supreme Court to hold that the banking amendment received the required number of votes at the late election. The amendment received a majority of the votes cast on the amendment but this number was not a majority of all votes cast at the election. The Supreme Court held twenty years ago that the proposed amendment must receive such a majority, not merely a majority of votes cast on the proposition.
The reasoning of the established rule seems to us wise and in accord with public policy. It considers that the fundamental law of the state should not be changed by minorities and that if a majority of voters who are interested enough to vote at an election are not willing to express their opinion on a proposed amendment the amendment had better at least be postponed for further consideration.
There always are impatient minorities seeking to make constitutions more easily amendable. Some proposals to this end have seemed plausible to many, but to make the Constitution amendable by a bare majority of votes cast upon a proposal would deprive it of its character as fundamental law, which, if we are to have any stability at all, ought not to be put at the mercy of organized minorities however reputable and conscientious. The Tribune favored the adoption of the banking amendment but it does not think it is worth the price proposed.s2
In conclusion, a few questions are presented. Have about forty-two of our states lost their fundamental law? Are they at the mercy of "organized minorities"? Or is "The World's Greatest Newspaper" suffering from selfishness or a fear psychology or both? Must the voters in Illinois admit the truth of a statement by a political scientist: "The state would probably be better off than at present if it simply repealed its Constitution and operated with none at all"? 5 3
s, People v. Stevenson, 281 Ill. 17, 117 N.E. 747 (I917): "We conclude that section 2 of Article XIV requires for the adoption of a proposed amendment to the Constitution a majority of the votes of all the electors voting at an election at which members of the General Assembly are elected, and not, as contended by appellants, a majority of the votes cast for members of the General Assembly." Carter, C. J., and Cartwright, J., dissented. 
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